
Hi, 
The following is the Super Oldies Soccer weekly report: 
6pm games kicked off to the beginning of a wet, fun slip and slide night. 
Group B Starting with Optus Red Frogs vs Laser Sharks. Optus Red Frogs were unlucky hitting the 
post more than once. Conceding 1 to 3 with the referees pick tied between J Davies and T Costello. 
Next with the rain growing ever fiercer was Elders vs  The Hardware Shed. With the rain 
disintegrating the game sheet, lets just say “what happened on the field, stayed on the field”. The 
score 5 to 0 Elders way. Notso Athletico  vs Monday Knights was a hard fought game with many 
counterattacks. The wet ground helped with making a few too many free kicks, 10 in total. The 
second half had Monday Knights pull ahead 4 to 1. 
 
Group A 6pm games also saw some rather soggy score sheets. Tradelink vs South had a fun match 
where M Heron from South decided the match at 3 to 2 with a own goal. The Supremes went down 
to Valley Signs, 2 to 5. Butter Chicken vs Boral Bangers had a even game with Chris Rumpf scoring 
the only goal. Boral Bangers were nearly too rowdy for the poor referee. Yet surprisingly no 
penalties were recorded. Grass Hoppers vs Shockers was a very fast game with lots of skill from both 
teams. Referees pick went to Gavin Cocks and the final score 2 to 3 Shockers way. Grafton High vs 
Taxi Vaders had Grafton High playing the better game, but Taxi  Vaders scoring where it counts. Both 
teams finished equal 3 to 3. Total Graffiti vs River Rats was a cruise of a game in a river of rain. Both 
teams turned up the heat in the rain, scoring in the last 5 minutes. 2 to 3 River Rats way. Wii Not Fit 
vs CHS Training was a fast, seesaw of a game. The rain helping make a highly entertaining game 
finishing 2 to 2. Misfits vs Campbells Cougars highlighted how the rain brought out the inner child on 
this pouring Thursday night. With max fun in the wet, Cougars pulled ahead 3 to 1.  
Thursdays weather failed to dampen flame of fun that is celebrated on the pitch every Thursday at 
Super Oldies Soccer.  
 


